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Tibia Insulaechorab 

How the conch's used & its significance 

o The leader will be chosen every Sunday so that everyone will be able to 

experience how to be a leader 

o There will be a conch ceremony while changing the group leader. The 

leader will wear the conch with its chain all week long. 

o The conch will be used by the leader to gather everyone, to quieten the 

group and to let somebody speak. 

o The conch symbolizesleadershipand authority. The person who has it is 

different from the others. The leader with his conch has to organize all the 

stuff related to the island and people. 

MAP OF THE ISLAND 

Ways to getfood& water 

* A group of 3 or 4 people will be fishing three times a week. The fisher 

group will be changed every week after the conch ceremony so that just one 

group of people won't be fed up with fishing during the life on island. Also, 

fishing group will be responsible for getting other types of seafood. 

* Water will be kept in holes which are covered with leaves and rocks -so 

that the water won't be absorbed- Purification tablets may be used . 

* The food will be cooked on fire made by using a magnifying glass. 
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* Other kinds of food will be fruits and vegetables.(if possible) The fisher 

group will be responsible for hunting for the rest of the days (3-4 days per a 

week) 

Tools needed to build shelters 

A poncho Rope 

Stakes Knife 

The rules and rights of everyone & The consequences for breaking the rules 

* Everyone has to keep in mind that the person who 

doesn'trespectsomebody is not respected. 

* Whatever the leader says must be done 

* Everybody must do some work. All the members of the island has to 

participate in the life om island 

* If someone breaks one of the rules, he/she will be expelled from the group. 

So she/he has to survive on her/his own. 

* Signal fire must be kept burning all the time. 

* The person who looks after the fire must observe what goes around the 

island. 
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